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Grometstein explains modem physics with enthusiasm,
wit and insight. As he presents the usual milestones in
the history of modem physics, his central focus is the
historical debate regarding the nature of light: is it a
particle or is it a wave? This book will be read by
generations of students in physical science who seek a
well written discussion of these important issues.
Grometstein includes material which is quite recent, thus
making the present volume particularly useful.
Geometry, Particles and Fields is a direct reprint of the
first edition. From a review of the first edition: "The
present volume is a welcome edition to the growing
number of books that develop geometrical language and
use it to describe new developments in particle
physics...It provides clear treatment that is accessible to
graduate students with a knowledge of advanced
calculus and of classical physics...The second half of the
book deals with the principles of differential geometry
and its applications, with a mathematical machinery of
very wide range. Here clear line drawings and
illustrations supplement the multitude of mathematical
definitions. This section, in its clarity and pedagogy, is
reminiscent of Gravitation by Charles Misner, Kip Thorne
and John Wheeler...Felsager gives a very clear
presentation of the use of geometric methods in particle
physics...For those who have resisted learning this new
language, his book provides a very good introduction as
well as physical motivation. The inclusion of numerous
exercises, worked out, renders the book useful for
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independent study also. I hope this book will be followed
by others from authors with equal flair to provide a
readable excursion into the next step." PHYSICS
TODAY Bjoern Felsager is a high school teacher in
Copenhagen. Educated at the Niels Bohr Institute, he
has taught at the Universities of Copenhagen and
Odense.
Falsely accused of stealing from the powerful
corporation, Braxton Universis, orphaned fourteen-yearold Jack, accompanied by his "virtual" Uncle Virge, flees
to a remote planet where he meets and develops a
mutually beneficial relationship with the drago
This book lays out a vision for a coherent framework for
understanding complex systems. By developing the
genuine idea of Brownian agents, the author combines
concepts from informatics, such as multiagent systems,
with approaches of statistical many-particle physics. It
demonstrates that Brownian agent models can be
successfully applied in many different contexts, ranging
from physicochemical pattern formation to swarming in
biological systems.
Charged Particle Traps
Precision Electroweak Physics at Electron-Positron
Colliders
Collective Dynamics in the Natural and Social Sciences
Solving Frontier Problems of Physics: The
Decomposition Method
An Overview from Modern Perspectives
High Energy Hadron Physics
This up-to-date volume reviews the recent contributions of
electron-positron colliders to the precision test of the
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electroweak Standard Model. In particular, it contains a
short summary of the measurements at the Z resonance and
gives an overview of the electroweak processes above the Z.
Subsequently, the measurement of the W mass at LEP is
discussed in detail. The implications for the precision test of
the Standard Model are presented, giving the status of the
global electroweak fit before the startup of Large Hadron
Collider. The final chapters give an outlook on the
electroweak physics at a future linear collider. The book also
features many illustrations and tables. Readers obtain a
coherent overview of the results of 20 years of electroweak
physics conducted at electron-positron colliders.
In the third edition of The Physics of Atmospheres, John
Houghton has revised his acclaimed textbook to bring it
completely up-to-date. The book provides a comprehensive
concise description of the physical processes governing the
structure and the circulation of the atmosphere. New
chapters have been introduced on topics of strong
contemporary interest such as chaos and predictability and
climate change. The chapters on global observations
(especially through remote sensing) and numerical modeling
have also been substantially extended.
A thorough introduction to the interaction of atoms with
optical and magnetic fields; for graduate students and
researchers.
Kant sought throughout his life to provide a philosophy
adequate to the sciences of his time--especially Euclidean
geometry and Newtonian physics. In this new book, Michael
Friedman argues that Kant's continuing efforts to find a
metaphysics that could provide a foundation for the sciences
is of the utmost importance in understanding the
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development of his philosophical thought from its earliest
beginnings in the thesis of 1747, through the Critique of
Pure Reason, to his last unpublished writings in the Opus
postumum. Previous commentators on Kant have typically
minimized these efforts because the sciences in question have
since been outmoded. Friedman argues that, on the contrary,
Kant's philosophy is shaped by extraordinarily deep insight
into the foundations of the exact sciences as he found them,
and that this represents one of the greatest strengths of his
philosophy. Friedman examines Kant's engagement with
geometry, arithmetic and algebra, the foundations of
mechanics, and the law of gravitation in Part One. He then
devotes Part Two to the Opus postumum, showing how
Kant's need to come to terms with developments in the
physics of heat and in chemistry formed a primary motive for
his projected Transition from the Metaphysical Foundations
of Natural Science to Physics. Kant and the Exact Sciences
is a book of high scholarly achievement, argued with
impressive power. It represents a great advance in our
understanding of Kant's philosophy of science.
Principles of Physics
Principles and Practice of Radiation Therapy
Geometry, Particles, and Fields
A Future for Presentism
Oxford Textbook of Medical Education
The Physics of Atmospheres
In November 1933, the Socialist Party of Bridgeport,
Connecticut won a stunning victory in the municipal election,
putting slate roofer Jasper McLevy in the mayor's seat and
nearly winning control of the city council. In probing the
factors that led to this electoral victory and its continuation,
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Bucki uncovers a legacy of activist unionism, business
manipulation of local politics and taxes, and a growing debate
over the public good that revealed how working people viewed
their government and their own roles as citizens. As a backdrop
to the evolving national developments of the New Deal, this
study stands at the intersection of political, labor, and ethnic
history and provides a new perspective on how working people
affected urban politics in the inter-war era.Bridgeport's
Socialist New Deal, 1915-36 explores how labor gained first a
foothold and then a stronghold in local politics as broad debates
over taxes, budgets, city services, and the definition of public
good pitted previously unengaged working-class citizens
against local business leaders and traditional party elites. In the
heat of the Great Depression, the skilled AFL craftsmen who
made up the bulk of the city's Socialist Party stepped in to fill a
political void created by the crumbling of mainstream parties,
the disintegration of traditional modes of ethnic politics, and
the fiscal crisis of the city. Representing the concerns of ethnic
working-class communities only weakly allied to the
mainstream American parties, the Bridgeport Socialists rode
into office on a wave of popular antibusiness anger and New
Deal enthusiasm.Once in office, McLevy and his party were
hamstrung by legislative measures that gave substantial control
of finances to local business leaders. Bucki details the
compromise politics of Bridgeport and shows how the local
party, after splitting from the Socialist Party of America in
1936, became more narrowly focused and reformist, though
still serving as the voice of the working class.The Bridgeport
Socialist Party's remarkable move from outsider critic to
occupant of city hall illustrates the volatility of politics in the
early depression years. It also reveals the curbing influence of
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conservative business and political interests, not only on the
Bridgeport Socialists, but also on the more radical prongs of the
New Deal.
Learn everything you need to know about radiation therapy
with the only comprehensive text written for radiation therapy
students by radiation therapists. This book is designed to help
you understand cancer management, improve clinical
techniques for delivering doses of radiation, and apply complex
concepts to treatment planning and delivery. This edition
features enhanced learning tools and thoroughly updated
content, including three new chapters to inform you of
increasingly important technologies and practices. The up-todate and authoritative coverage of this text make it a resource
you'll want to consult throughout your radiation therapy courses
and beyond. Complete coverage of radiation therapy provides
all introductory content plus the full scope of information on
physics, simulation, and treatment planning. Contributions
from a broad range of practitioners bring you the expertise of
radiation therapists, physicians, nurses, administrators, and
educators who are part of cancer management teams. Chapters
on image guided radiation therapy, intensity modulated
radiation therapy, and CT simulation keep you up-to-date with
emerging technologies. Color inserts show significant
procedures and imaging technologies clearly.
The entire CUPS simulation series consists of nine
books/software simulations which cover Astrophysics,
Electricity and Magnetism, Classical Mechanics, Modern
Physics, Quantum Mechanics, Nuclear and Particle Physics,
Solid State Physics, Thermal and Statistical Physics, and Waves
and Optics.
Providing a comprehensive and evidence-based reference guide
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for those who have a strong and scholarly interest in medical
education, the Oxford Textbook of Medical Education contains
everything the medical educator needs to know in order to
deliver the knowledge, skills, and behaviour that doctors need.
The book explicitly states what constitutes best practice and
gives an account of the evidence base that corroborates this.
Describing the theoretical educational principles that lay the
foundations of best practice in medical education, the book
gives readers a through grounding in all aspects of this
discipline. Contributors to this book come from a variety of
different backgrounds, disciplines and continents, producing a
book that is truly original and international.
Physics and Applications of the Josephson Effect
Fact and Method
Naked to the Bone
The Roots of Things
A Critical Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics
Empathy in Patient Care

This book presents the theory of the electrodynamic
phenomena that occur in the magnetosphere of a
pulsar. It also provides a clear picture of the
formation and evolution of neutron stars. The
authors address the basic physical processes of
electron-positron plasma production, the generation
of electric fields and currents, and the emission of
radio waves and gamma rays. The book also
reviews the current observational data, and devotes
a complete chapter to a detailed comparison of this
data with accepted theory and with some recent
theoretical predictions. Tables containing the values
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of the physical parameters of all observed radio
pulsars are also provided.
This fascinating work goes beyond the standard
interpretation of quantum theory to explore its
fundamental concepts. Author Dipankar Home
examines such alternative schemes as the Bohmian
approach, the decoherence models, and the
dynamical models of wave function collapse. Home
carefully explains how a number of the anomalies in
quantum theory have become amenable to precise
quantitative formulations Throughout the chapters,
the emphasis is on conceptual aspects of quantum
theory and the implications of recent investigations
into these questions.
This book provides a self-contained introduction to
the basic tools and concepts of quantum field theory,
and goes on to demonstrate their use in a range of
topics in statistical mechanics and condensed matter
physics. The first part of the book outlines the key
methods of quantum field theory, including path
integrals, Feynman diagrams, and renormalization.
These are then applied to such topics as
electrodynamics in metals, relativistic fermions and
the Aharonov-Bohm effect. The rest of the book is
dedicated to the use of non-perturbative techniques,
and deals with strongly fluctuating spin systems,
conformal symmetry and Kondo chains, as well as a
number of related problems. The book will be useful
to graduate students and established researchers in
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condensed matter physics and statistical mechanics,
and to anyone with an interest in the modern
techniques of quantum field theory.
Human beings, regardless of age, sex, or state of
health, are designed by evolution to form meaningful
interpersonal relationships through verbal and
nonverbal communication. The theme that empathic
human connections are beneficial to the body and
mind underlies all 12 chapters of this book, in which
empathy is viewed from a multidisciplinary
perspective that includes evolutionary biology;
neuropsychology; clinical, social, developmental,
and educational psychology; and health care
delivery and education.
An Owner's Guide to Quantum Physics
Explanation, Confirmation and Reality in the Natural
and the Social Sciences
Quantum Physics & Observed Reality
Principles and Practice of Radiation Therapy - EBook
Physics and Chance
Physics of the Pulsar Magnetosphere

New chapters add coverage of current topics
such as cavity polaritons, photonic structures,
bulk semiconductors and structures of reduced
dimensionality. The mathematics is kept as
elementary as possible, sufficient for an intuitive
understanding of the experimental results and
techniques treated.
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Lawrence Sklar offers a comprehensive, nontechnical introduction to statistical mechanics
and attempts to understand its foundational
elements.
Presents dialogues from a Mind and Life
conference in which five leading physicists and a
historian discussed with the Dalai Lama current
thought in quantum physics and Buddhist
philosophy.
Cover -- Contents -- CHAPTER 1 Weak
Superconductivity8212; Phenomenological
Aspects -- 146;1 Macroscopic Quantum System -146;2 Coupled Superconductors -- 146;3 Single
Electron Tunneling -- 146;4 Josephson Equations
-- 146;5 Magnetic Field Effects -- 146;6 Barrier
Free Energy -- 146;7 Electrodynamics of the
Josephson Junction -- 146;8 Other Josephson
Structures -- CHAPTER 2 Microscopic Theory -- 1
Tunneling Hamiltonian Formalism -- 2 General
Expression for the Total Current -- 3 Tunneling
Current for Constant Voltage -- 4 Expressions of
Iqpi44; Iqp44; IJ144; IJ2 -- 5 Tunneling Current in
the B46;C46;S46; Approximation -- 6 The 34;cos
w34; Problem -- CHAPTER 3 Magnitude and
Temperature Dependence of the Critical Current
-- 346;1 Josephson Current for V61;0 -- 346;2
B46;C46;S46; Approximation -- 346;3 Strong
Coupling Effects -- 346;4 Effects of Paramagnetic
Impurities -- 346;5 Measurement Techniques -CHAPTER 4 34;Small34; Junctions in a Magnetic
Field -- 446;1 Josephson Penetration Depth -Page 10/21
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446;2 Small Junctions -- 446;3 Uniform Tunneling
Current Distribution -- 446;4 Nonuniform
Tunneling Current Density -- CHAPTER 5 Large
Junctions8212;Static Self45;Field Effects -- 546;1
Approximate Analysis -- 546;2 Analysis of Owen
and Scalapino -- 546;3 Effects of the Junction
Geometrical Configuration -- CHAPTER 6 Voltage
Current Characteristics -- 646;1 V45;I Curves of
Various Weak Links -- 646;2 Resistively Shunted
Junction Model58; Autonomous Case -- 646;3
Current Biased Tunneling Junction -- 646;4
Effects of Thermal Fluctuations -- CHAPTER 7
Other Superconducting Weak Link Structures -746;1 Metal Barrier Junctions -- 746;2
Semiconducting Barrier Junctions -- 746;3
Bridge45;Type Junctions -- 746;4 Point Contact
Weak Links -- CHAPTER 8 Device Fabrication
Technology -- 846;1 Josephson Tunneling
Junctions -- 846;2 Junction Electrodes -- 846;3
Oxide Barriers -- 846;4 Junction Patterning -846;5 Simple Procedures for Preparing Oxide
Barrier Junctions -- 846;6 Semiconductor Barriers
-- 846;7 Bridge45;Type Weak Links -- 846;8 Point
Contact Structures -- CHAPTER 9 Resonant
Modes In Tunneling Structures -- 946;1
Josephson Junction as a Transmission Line -946;2 Resonant Modes for Low Q Junctions -946;3 Junction of Infinite Length -- 946;4
Nonuniform Current Density Distribution -CHAPTER 10 Fluxon Dynamics -- 1046;1 The Sine
Gordon Equation -- 1046;2 Nonlinear Standing
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Waves on a Rectangular Junction -- 1046;3
Effects of Losses and Bias -- 1046;4 Zero Field
Steps -- 1046;5 Perturbative Analysis of Fluxon
Dynamics -- 1046;6 Effects of Flux Flow on
D46;C46; Voltage45;Current Characteristics -1046;7 Two Dimensional Junctions -- CHAPTER 11
High Frequency Properties and Applications of
the Josephson Effect -- 1146;1 Simple Voltage
Source Model -- 1146;2 Tunneling Junctions in
External Microwave Radiation -- 1146;3 Current
Source Model -- 1146;4 Emission of Radiation -1146;5 Detection of Radiation -- 1146;6
Parametric Amplification -- 1146;7 The
Determina.
Dialogues with the Dalai Lama
Bridgeport's Socialist New Deal, 1915-36
How Dark Matter Created Dark Energy and the
Sun
Kant and the Exact Sciences
Gauge Theories in Particle Physics
Physics of Amorphous Materials

Includes all the physics and formulae of
baseball, along with examples from pro ball
play.
Designed to meet the modern need for a
better understanding of the atomic age. It is
an introduction suitable for any student with
a background in college physics and
mathematical competence at the level of
calculus.
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Publisher description
This book presents a unified theoretical and
conceptual framework for the description of
various irreversible phenomena in quantum
mechanics. The general theory of irreversible
processes is applied to specific physical
models and situations such as energy and
electron transfer processes, tunnelling in
condensed media, superradiance, etc. Special
attention is given to memory effects in
relaxation processes and dissipationless
states in dissipative systems. A separate
chapter is devoted to the problem of
irreversibility in quantum measurements.
Audience: This book will be of interest to
postgraduate students and specialists in
quantum mechanics, statistical physics, and
chemical physics. The work may serve as a
complementary text for quantum mechanics
courses.
Semiconductor Optics
Quantum Field Theory in Condensed Matter
Physics
The Physics of Laser-Atom Interactions
The Physics of Baseball
Physics, Plasma Physics, and Chemistry
Market: Students and researchers in high
energy, nuclear, and condensed matter
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physics, quantum optics, and cosmology. This
book describes how modern quantum field
theory is capable of treating not only
quantum field particles, but also objects
with classical and quantum mechanical degrees
of freedom, including thermal degrees of
freedom. It thus provides a unified overview
of many areas of physics on the basis of the
concept of macroscopic quantum vacuum.
Han (physics, Duke U.) explains in layman's
terms the physical principles behind quantum
mechanics, including photons, wave-particle
duality, and the uncertainty principle.
Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR.
Through use of a lecture-slide format, this
book presents an astrophysics detective story
that chronicles Jerome Drexler's literature
search for astronomical clues and evidence to
unveil the nature of dark matter. There are a
number of mysteries in astrophysics and
cosmology that have remained unsolved for
decades. What is dark matter? How exactly are
stars created? In 1998, it was determined
from supernova studies that the expansion of
the Universe was accelerating, thereby
creating the mystery of dark energy.
Astrophysicists have developed mutually
exclusive, single-phenomenon theories for
each of these three phenomena, but not a
unified theory for all three of them. The
author's original goal was to identify dark
matter, a decades-old mystery. In the
process, he developed a new theory for dark
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matter and illuminated the nature of dark
energy and the process of Sun formation.
Since dark matter may have been instrumental
in the creation of galaxies and stars, the
author decided to test his new dark matter
theory on the formation of the Sun. The
results were very encouraging. He next sought
a possible link between dark matter and the
accelerating expansion of the Universe, which
is attributed to the mysterious dark energy.
Using his dark matter theory and the laws of
physics, the author explained the
accelerating expansion of the Universe in a
plausible manner. This book chronicles the
author's search for a unified astrophysical
theory and how it finally evolved.
Comprehensive description of physical, plasma
and chemical processes controlling
ionospheres for scientists and graduate
students.
Physics of the Atom
Topics in Quantum Mechanics
The New Physics and Cosmology
Modern Physics
Physics and Techniques of Charged Particle
Field Confinement
A Practical Introduction

In this bold work, of broad scope and rich
erudition, Richard Miller sets out to reorient the
philosophy of science. By questioning both
positivism and its leading critics, he develops new
solutions to the most urgent problems about
justification, explanation, and truth. Using a
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wealth of examples from both the natural and the
social sciences, Fact and Method applies the new
account of scientific reason to specific questions
of method in virtually every field of inquiry,
including biology, physics, history, sociology,
anthropology, economics, psychology, and
literary theory. Explicit and up-to-date analysis of
leading alternative views and a wealth of
examples make it an ideal introduction to the
philosophy of science, as well as a powerful
attempt to change the field. Like the works of
Hempel, Reichenbach, and Nagel in an earlier
generation, it will challenge, instruct, and help
anyone with an interest in science and its limits.
For the past quarter-century, the philosophy of
science has been in a crisis brought on by the
failure of the positivist project of resolving all
basic methodological questions by applying
absolutely general rules, valid for all fields at all
times. Professor Miller presents a new view in
which what counts as an explanation, a cause, a
confirming test, or a compelling case for the
existence of an unobservable is determined by
frameworks of specific substantive principles,
rationally adopted in the light of the actual history
of inquiry. While the history of science has usually
been the material for relativism, Professor Miller
uses arguments of Darwin, Newton, Einstein,
Galileo, and others both to undermine positivist
conceptions of rationality and to support the
positivists' optimism that important theoretical
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findings are often justifiable from all reasonable
perspectives.
"The Standard Model is the theory of elementary
building blocks of matter and of their forces. It is
the most comprehensive physical theory ever
developed, and has been experimentally tested
with high accuracy." "This textbook conveys the
basic elements of the Standard Model using
elementary concepts, without theoretical rigour.
While most texts on this subject emphasise
theoretical aspects, this textbook contains
examples of basic experiments, before going into
the theory. This allows readers to see
howmeasurements and theory interplay in the
development of physics. The author examines
leptons, hadrons and quarks, before presenting
the dynamics and the surprising properties of the
charges of the different forces. The textbook
concludes with a brief discussion on the recent
discoveries of physics beyond the Standard
Model, and its connections with cosmology."
"Quantitative examples are given, and the reader
is guided through the necessary calculations.
Each chapter ends in the exercises, and solutions
to some problems are included in the book.
Complete solutions are available to instructors at
www.cambridge.org/9780521880213. This
textbook is suitable for advanced undergraduate
students and graduate students."--BOOK JACKET.
"On Physics and Philosophy is an accessible,
mathematics-free reflection on the philosophical
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meaning of the quantum revolution, by one of the
world's leading authorities on the subject.
D'Espagnat presents an objective account of the
main guiding principles of contemporary physics in particular, quantum mechanics - followed by a
look at just what consequences these should
imply for philosophical thinking."-The only radiation therapy text written by
radiation therapists, Principles and Practice of
Radiation Therapy, 4th Edition helps you
understand cancer management and improve
clinical techniques for delivering doses of
radiation. A problem-based approach makes it
easy to apply principles to treatment planning
and delivery. New to this edition are updates on
current equipment, procedures, and treatment
planning. Written by radiation therapy experts
Charles Washington and Dennis Leaver, this
comprehensive text will be useful throughout
your radiation therapy courses and beyond.
Comprehensive coverage of radiation therapy
includes a clear introduction and overview plus
complete information on physics, simulation, and
treatment planning. Spotlights and shaded boxes
identify the most important concepts. End-ofchapter questions provide a useful review.
Chapter objectives, key terms, outlines, and
summaries make it easier to prioritize,
understand, and retain key information. Key
terms are bolded and defined at first mention in
the text, and included in the glossary for easy
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reference. UPDATED chemotherapy section,
expansion of What Causes Cancer, and inclusions
of additional cancer biology terms and principles
provide the essential information needed for
clinical success. UPDATED coverage of post-image
manipulation techniques includes new material
on Cone beam utilization, MR imaging, image
guided therapy, and kV imaging. NEW section on
radiation safety and misadministration of
treatment beams addresses the most up-to-date
practice requirements. Content updates also
include new ASRT Practice Standards and AHA
Patient Care Partnership Standards, keeping you
current with practice requirements. UPDATED fullcolor insert is expanded to 32 pages, and displays
images from newer modalities.
Medical Imaging in the Twentieth Century
Philosophical Issues in the Foundations of
Statistical Mechanics
Ionospheres
Antecedents, Development, Measurement, and
Outcomes
Micro, Macro, and Thermal Physics
An Astrophysics Detective Story
Principles and Practice of Radiation TherapyElsevier
Health Sciences
The interpretation of quantum mechanics in this
book is distinguished from other existing
interpretations in that it is systematically derived
from empirical facts by means of logical
considerations as well as methods in the spirit of
analytical philosophy, in particular operational
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semantics. The new interpretation, using a twomodel approach overcomes the well-known
conceptional problems and paradoxes of ?orthodox?
quantum theory. This interdisciplinary book should
be of interest to scholars, teachers, and students in
the fields of physics and philosophy of science.
The Adomian decomposition method enables the
accurate and efficient analytic solution of nonlinear
ordinary or partial differential equations without the
need to resort to linearization or perturbation
approaches. It unifies the treatment of linear and
nonlinear, ordinary or partial differential equations,
or systems of such equations, into a single basic
method, which is applicable to both initial and
boundary-value problems. This volume deals with the
application of this method to many problems of
physics, including some frontier problems which have
previously required much more computationallyintensive approaches. The opening chapters deal
with various fundamental aspects of the
decomposition method. Subsequent chapters deal
with the application of the method to nonlinear
oscillatory systems in physics, the Duffing equation,
boundary-value problems with closed irregular
contours or surfaces, and other frontier areas. The
potential application of this method to a wide range
of problems in diverse disciplines such as biology,
hydrology, semiconductor physics, wave
propagation, etc., is highlighted. For researchers and
graduate students of physics, applied mathematics
and engineering, whose work involves mathematical
modelling and the quantitative solution of systems of
equations.
This book provides an introduction and guide to
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modern advances in charged particle (and
antiparticle) confinement by electromagnetic fields.
Confinement in different trap geometries, the
influence of trap imperfections, classical and
quantum mechanical description of the trapped
particle motion, different methods of ion cooling to
low temperatures, and non-neutral plasma properties
(including Coulomb crystals) are the main subjects.
They form the basis of such applications of charged
particle traps as high-resolution optical and
microwave spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, atomic
clocks, and, potentially, quantum computing.
Irreversibilities in Quantum Mechanics
Introduction to Elementary Particle Physics
The First Dragonback Adventure
Conceptual Foundations of Quantum Physics
The Probable Universe
On Physics and Philosophy

Presents a history of such technology as X-rays, computerized
tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, and ultrasound,
and shows the effects of their use in literature, art, movies, and
legal cases
Brownian Agents and Active Particles
Dragon and Thief
Advanced Field Theory
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